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to import tobacco into Russia'1. The belief was cherished The
that " the ministers of the Emperor may be made sensible
of the great usefulness of tobacco to soldiers in the fatigues
and hardships of war, especially in a cold country, which
might be an inducement to them to advise the allowance of
it". If this solicitude for the Russian soldier did not make a
sufficient appeal, the ambassador was to represent "the great
advancement to be made in the Emperor's revenue by the
duties that might belaid upon the commodity"2. Thenextyear,
when the Tsar was in England3, he entered into a contract
with a group of English capitalists to whom he gave the con-
cession, in return for a loan of £12,000, of the sole importa-
tion of tobacco in his dominions for the term of seven years4.
A joint stock was formed with a capital of about £50,000
contributed by over seventy subscribers5. The Russia Com-
pany discouraged the project, in which it declined to partici-
pate, and demanded a percentage on the sale of the tobacco6.
The contractors offered instead to pay £500 fine7, and
failing to effect an agreement they promoted a Bill in
Parliament for reducing the admission fine into the Company.
The latter protested that the new members would outvote
the rest and make them share in any loss arising from the
contract8, but the remonstrance went unheeded. In 1699
the entrance fee was reduced from fifty to five pounds, and
the disqualification of retailers was abolished9. The con-
sequences were seen in the stimulus given to the trade with
Russia. The value of our imports from Russia increased
nearly ninefold between 1699 an(i r773* and t^le value of our
exports to Russia in the same period was trebled10. In 1762
the authorities of St. Petersburg declared that the English
had become ' entire masters of the trade' of Russia. " They
sell their goods on time at high rates to people of no capital,
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